Big Local Withernsea
Plan Review
May 2015—March 2016

Withernsea Big Local Plan Review: May 2015 – March 2016 (10 months)
This review, written by the Withernsea Big Local Trust Representative on behalf of the Big Local
Withernsea Partnership, is based on a Review Workshop which took place at the SHoRes Centre in
Withernsea on 17th March 2016. It is structured around the nine questions which form the Local
Trust requirement for the Review process which is triggered on the expiry of the current Grant
Agreement. The nine questions are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

What have you done against what was in the plan?
What money have you spent?
What impact have you had?
What have you learned?
Have you progressed on your vision and priorities?
Do you need to refresh your vision and priorities?
How do your refreshed vision and priorities relate to the achievement of the Big Local
outcomes?
8. Do you need a new or revised plan, or will you carry on with the existing plan?
9. How do you know this is what your community wants?
The main focus in the narrative, which is based around the Big Local Plan budget headings, is on
questions 1, 3 and 4. Because of the very short period covered by the review (10 months), the
Steering Group felt unable to accurately determine impact against the Plan’s vision and priorities
and the Big Local outcomes.
The delivery of the Plan was severally disrupted due to the directors of the programme’s Local
Trusted Organisation (LTO) Hull and East Yorkshire Community Foundation (H&EYCF) announcing
voluntary liquidation in November 2015, just six months into the Plan period. This had a significant
impact on the programme both financially and operationally. Financially, it meant that all the
funding held by H&EYCF at that point on Big Local’s behalf was considered by the liquidators to be
part of the company’s residual assets and Local Trust is considered to be a trade creditor.
Operationally, the collapse meant the newly appointed Development Worker was instantly made
redundant without salary as she was technically an employee of H&EYCF. In addition, the
programme lost the services of the H&EYCF’s support worker and all records held by H&EYCF.
The Partnership responded well to the crisis and within six weeks had appointed a new LTO (South
Holderness Resource Centre – SHoRes), who re-appointed the Development Worker and successfully
negotiated a new funding agreement with Local Trust up until the end of the financial year (March
2016). It was the collapse of the H&EYCF that resulted in the early expiry of the grant agreement
period covered by this report and triggered the Review Process for the ten month period.

The Big Local Withernsea Plan
The Big Local Plan, on which the Review Process was based, is structured around a Vision for
Withernsea drawn from extensive consultation with residents and partners that took place during
the ‘Getting Started’ period. The Vision for Withernsea is:
“A clean and green environment with a thriving economy, full of opportunities created by local
people for now and for the future”
Underpinning the Vision are three Outcomes which summarise where people want to be in ten
years’ time. These are:
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Benefit from a thriving and enterprising local economy
Enjoy a green and clean environment
Living in a strong, united community

Progress against Vision, Priorities and Big Local Outcomes
In terms of the Review Question 6 (‘Do you need to refresh your vision and priorities?’) the
Partnership felt that the existing Vision and Outcomes were still relevant and therefore did not need
refreshing.
The Plan submitted in May 2015 is a two year plan and therefore, responding to Review Question 8
(‘Do you need a new or revised plan, or will you carry on with the existing plan?’) it has been decided
to stay with the existing plan though some of the actions and budget headings have been reviewed
and amended and will form part of the new grant submission.
The Plan Review process asks for the Partnership’s perception on progress towards the national Big
Local Outcomes (Review Question 7). These are responded to in turn:
Outcome 1: Communities will be better able to identify local needs and take action in response to
them
Members of the Partnership feel that they have utilised a range of tools and techniques to identify
local needs and have worked well with their partner agencies to work up appropriate responses.
Members feel that it is still very early days and are continually learning about new approaches and
responses.
Outcome 2: People will have increased skills and confidence so that they can continue to identify
and respond to local needs in the future
Reflecting on this question at the Review Workshop, members felt that after the volatility of the
early months of the Partnership, where some individuals felt unable to work collectively and towards
consensus and consequently moved on, the existing Steering Group has enjoyed a long period of
stability. Members commented that they feel more confident about contributing to discussions and
welcome the discipline of the Group. Members feel that they have a broad range of local knowledge
and expertise within the Steering Group, from both residents and partner agencies and, as the
narrative around learning from the Review demonstrates, are continually learning new skills and
approaches and are consequently better placed to respond to local needs in the future.
Outcome 3: The community will make a difference to the needs it prioritises
Members feel that it is too early to comment meaningfully on this outcome. There is some early
evidence of impact from the ten months of activity, but much of the Plan delivery relies on factors
outside of the Partnership’s control and so it will be some time before impact against the local Vision
and Priorities and the Big Local Outcomes will be measurable.
Outcome 4. People will feel that their area is an even better place to live
As with Outcome 3 above, members feel it is too early to make an accurate appraisal on quality of
life improvement as most projects are only in an embryonic stage. Members are however mindful of
the need to measure perceptions and the Partnership is currently working on an impact framework
to measure the effectiveness of its strategy.
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The Plan Review
The Narrative that follows is based around the Actions described in the Two Year Plan. The Actions
headings in the Plan are:






Withernsea Big Local Worker
Media and Communications Subgroup
High Street Initiative
Seafront Initiative
Social Investment Fund
(Incorporating the Technical Assistance & Experience budgets)

There has been no significant activity or spend on the High Street Initiative which is currently under
review, so this heading is not covered.

Development Worker (Big Local Support)
The need to employ professional
support to help inform and deliver
the Big Local Plan was apparent from
the ‘Getting Started’ period when the
level of work generated stretched the
amount of time Residents could
commit on a voluntary basis.
The recruitment process, which was
managed by the then LTO Hull & East
Yorkshire Community Foundation
(H&EYCF), started in August 2015
with the post being advertised
through local e mail networks and in
close conjunction with the
Employment Service representative
on the Steering Group. A full equal
opportunities process was used with
the personal information on
candidates removed before the
short-listing meeting.
The appointment panel made up of
the LTO Chief Executive, the
Partnership Chair and a second
Steering Group member interviewed
six applicants which had been shortlisted by a special Steering Group
Withernsea Development Worker Job Advertisement
meeting. All candidates were
considered by the panel as capable of doing the job, but one candidate stood out as outstanding and
had the unanimous support of the Panel. The successful candidate (Tricia Read) demonstrated a
good background in empowerment and community work with a broad range of skills and experience
in the community and voluntary sector at a Board level. It was a bonus that Tricia was born and
brought up in Withernsea and held a variety of relevant posts across the country before recently
moving back to the Town.
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Tricia was appointed on November 2nd 2015 but unfortunately found herself almost immediately laid
off due to the collapse of the LTO (which acted as her employer) on 23rd November. During the
period it took to negotiate a new LTO, Tricia carried on her duties in a voluntary capacity and was reappointed by the new LTO (SHoRes) on December 18th. Tricia’s commitment to the project and the
post during that period was warmly praised by the Steering Group at the Review Workshop.
How well did we do it?
All involved in the appointment process felt that the LTO (H&EYCF), and their Development Worker
in particular (Nick Middleton) had been very helpful and supportive. It was felt that the networks
used to advertise the post had attracted a good number of credible applications and the Review
Workshop considered an excellent appointment had been made.
It was recognised at the Review Workshop that the whole process could have been undermined by
the collapse of the H&EYCF and that the Chair of the Partnership had played a key role in leading the
group through the period of uncertainty until the new LTO was appointed.
The successful candidate for the post spoke at the Review Workshop of how well she feels she has
been supported by the Chair and the new LTO since her appointment and noted how considerate
the Chair has been towards her in what was a very unsettling period. She reported that the
supervision arrangements are working well and that she has clarity over the respective roles of her
LTO Line Manager and the Partnership Chair on behalf of the Steering Group. The contribution by
Claire Taylor (Greatfield Big Local) made during the summer period when she was acting as an
interim Development Worker was also noted. Tricia commented on how effective the hand-over
between Nick Middleton and Claire had been with the foundations for her post being laid making it
much easier to walk into the role. Tricia also commented that it had been a steep learning curve for
her following Nick’s redundancy without notice as a result of the H&EYCF demise.
Members commented on how well they felt the Development Worker was making herself
accountable to the Steering Group through informal contact and her monthly report, the format for
which drew particular praise.
Residents on the Steering Group spoke well of the Development Worker appointment saying that
Tricia has an enabling style and a ‘down to earth’ approach with an ability to address people at the
right level. It was suggested that Nick and Tricia had made a good team; Nick with his technical
knowledge and Tricia with her Community Development experience.
Learning
Reflecting on the appointment process, it was noted that there was a significant period of time
(approximately two weeks) before the unsuccessful candidates were notified following the interview
day. Though undesirable, Members thought this was justified partly because the appointment panel
wanted to ensure that the successful candidate would accept the Post, but also because of the large
number of Steering Group members involved in the short-listing process. It was also felt necessary to
have the approval of the Steering Group at the next scheduled meeting. It was noted that all
applicants were informed of the appointment process and timescale at the interview.
For future appointments, members felt the appointment panel should be given tighter guidelines on
whether or not the decision to appoint was delegated to them, or whether their conclusions acted
as a recommendation for full Steering Group ratification.
Impact
In the three months the Development Worker has been in post, priorities have included making
contacts with local groups; attending various local strategic partnership meetings; capturing
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community intelligence and making herself known. Whilst it is far too early to measure impact, the
Chair felt that Tricia had exceeded expectations to date, particularly given the circumstances
surrounding her first few weeks in post.
Ratings (Development Worker)
How well did we do it?
Brilliant

Good

We Got By

Poor

Members thought the recruitment process worked exceptionally well and that the Steering Group
has made an excellent appointment. The Development Worker has quickly settled into the role and
supervision, reporting and accountability arrangements are working well.
How much difference did we make? (Impact)
A Great Deal

Some

A Bit

None

When considering Impact, members felt it was too early to draw firm conclusions, however it was
felt that by raising the profile of Big Local and developing good working relationships with Partner
organisations, some Impact could be recorded.

Technical Assistance and Experience
Experience from the ‘Getting Started’ phase informed the inclusion of a budget heading for buying in
specialist expertise to test the feasibility of potential projects and support delivery.
The budget was first used to buy in freelance development work from Claire Taylor, the
Development Worker for Greatfield Big Local. This was designed to cover the recruitment period for
the Withernsea Development Worker post, see through identified opportunities that needed to take
advantage of the summer season and prepare the way for the new worker. The Review Workshop
agreed that this had been a good use of the resource, reinforced by the new Development Worker’s
comments on how the groundwork carried out had help to ease her into the post.
£9,090 has been set aside from the budget to fund a Feasibility Study for the Millennium Green Play
Park which is highly valued by residents, but faces an uncertain future. Groundwork has been
appointed to carry out the work and initial community consultation work has started. Some
technicalities around VAT payment and Groundwork’s requirement for a Service Level Agreement
delayed the start of the contract which eventually got underway in February 2016.
Learning
Most of the learning points for managing this fund, which are around reporting and accountability,
are covered under the Social Investment Fund. It was however noted that due to the H&EYCF’s
collapse, monitoring and evaluation arrangements are yet to be agreed.
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Ratings (Technical Assistance and Experience)
How well did we do it?
Brilliant

Good

We Got By

Poor

It was felt it was too early to evaluate the quality of the process though the Review Workshop felt
that using the fund to bring in an experienced Development Worker from the neighbouring
Greatfield Big Local area was a good strategy. It enabled the Big Local support for the summer
activities to go ahead and paved the way for the new Development Worker post.
How much difference did we make? (Impact)
A Great Deal

Some

A Bit

None

Again, it was felt too early to evaluate impact though there is anecdotal evidence that the summer
development work contributed towards the success of Bike Fest and other summer activities in the
Town and speeded up the induction period for the new Development Worker.

Social Investment Fund
The Social Investment Fund (SIF) evolved out of the Small Grants Fund, considered an important
element of the Getting Started phase. The concept of “Social Investment” was to move away from
the Partnership being seen as a purely grant giving body (what the Steering Group Chair has
described as the “Big Local Cash Machine”) and encourage groups to come forward with ideas that
propose investing in Withernsea to contribute towards the Big Local Vision and Outcomes. To avoid
speculative bids for funding, the policy is not to advertise any upper limit for funding or publish a
grant application form. Instead, potential applicants are advised to meet with the Development
Worker as the first point of contact for the idea to be evaluated. The Development Worker then
evaluates the idea, determines if it has the potential to contribute towards the Big Local vision and
outcomes, and then support the organisation in making an application through the appropriate Plan
budget. (See Publicity Flyer reproduced overleaf). The Development Worker’s findings are shared in
the first instance with a SIF Panel sub-group who make a recommendation to the Steering Group for
ratification.
To date, two initiatives have been funded through the Fund:
Job Club: A twice weekly surgery where local people can get advice on CV building, volunteering
opportunities, skill development and job search. Based at the SHoRes centre, the project enables a
much broader and intensive range of support than statutory agencies are to offer with the overall
aim to get people into full time employment and help Withernsea employers recruit local people.
The Department of Work and Pensions (DWP), who are members of the Big Local Partnership and
represented on the Steering Group, play an important role in the running of the project.
The Creative Hub: This ambitious project is hosted by Seaside FM, a local community radio station
based in Withernsea. The project is to employ a specialist consultant to research and develop the
concept of a local Creative Hub to create opportunities for young people in the creative industries.
Both initiatives are profiled below.
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Whilst outside the scope of this Review, the success of the Small Grant Fund element of the Getting
Started phase was considered and fed into the “learning” discussion. It was felt that Small Grants to
“Rock Challenge” and “Bike Fest” were particularly successful in raising awareness of Big Local whilst
supporting community capacity building. It was noted that Withernsea participants won a total of
11 awards in the Hull & East Riding “Rock Challenge” (a music and dance competition designed to
promote creativity and build confidence and self-esteem); enabled by Big Local support. Members
were keen that these types of grant awards are continued under the umbrella of the Social
Investment Fund as it is felt they make a significant impact for relatively little investment.
Learning
At the Review Workshop, there was a sentiment expressed that work still had to be done on
effectively promoting the Fund; it was suggested that “people don’t get it”. Members also felt that
the adopted procedure was discouraging smaller groups from applying and the bar was set too high.
In reflecting on the project, members took into account their experience of managing the original
Small Grants Fund under the Getting Started budget where it was felt that there was insufficient
focus on the applicant and too much reliance on the Development Worker’s interpretation of the
project. Feedback from a successful SIF applicant was taken into account which supported this view.
The feedback suggested that the project in question wasn’t initially well represented to the SIF panel
members, some of whom admitted afterwards that they didn’t fully understand the project from the
information given. It was also suggested that the application form was too rigid for more complex
projects and militated against an accurate reflection of what was being proposed. In this instance,
the application was deferred for further information and the applicant later made a presentation to
a specially convened SIF panel meeting which then enthusiastically supported the application.
Whilst Steering Group members acknowledge the reasons why the application process was designed
as it is, members suggested that a two-tier approach should be developed with the opportunity to
simplify, and where appropriate, ‘fast-track’ smaller applications.
Members also expressed concern that evaluation of projects funded through the SIF was
insufficiently robust and accountability back to the Steering Group needed improving. It was felt
that the Partnership’s expectations when making awards should be better clarified and the Group
needs to be clearer on what success would look like when making the award. From this discussion, it
was agreed that the SIF Panel would meet more regularly and extend its function to include
monitoring and evaluation. The Development Worker will also review the SIF procedures with a
view to making recommendations back to the Steering Group taking into account the learning from
the Review Workshop. This impact framework when completed will enable the partnership to
comment more authoritatively about its contribution towards locally defined and the national Big
Local outcomes.
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The Social Investment Fund Publicity Flyer
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Social Investment Fund Profile:
The Withernsea Job Club
Thanks to support from the Big
Local Social Investment Fund,
SHoRes was able to launch the
Job Club in January 2016
following discussions with
Jobcentre Plus and the
community regarding the need of
the provision.
The Club runs every Wednesday
and Thursday morning, 6 hours in
total per week. Since its launch
there have been over 100 visits to
the clubs by 32 members with 4
people gaining employment as a
result of attending which is
equivalent to £60,000 investment
into the local economy (4 x
£15,000 average wage). Also 2
individuals have started
volunteering with local
Job Club launch publicity: Holderness Gazette, February 4th
community organisations, both
who have difficulties with confidence and other social skills. The Club attracts on average 15 visits
per session. An increasing number of residents are using the Club having been referred by other
users, partner agencies and through promotional material.
The funding allocated by Big Local allows the club to operate 2 sessions per week at 3 hours per
session. 2 offices have been allocated housing 2 part time advisors to provide 1-2-1 support.
Activities include: CV production; job search activities; help completing job application forms and
letters; mock interviews etc. Members also have access to ICT equipment, newspapers and other
resources to assist in their job search activities. Advisors and members of the management team are
also maintaining regular communications with local employers regarding future opportunities, and
discussing promoting opportunities via the Job Club in the first instance.
Various barriers to employment have been identified with current members of the club, especially
associated with poor social skills including communication, presentation and confidence.
The Job Club has been identified as a key component of the area’s Community Economic
Development plan which is being led by the Withernsea and South East Holderness Regeneration
Partnership. The Club is also working actively with key stakeholders (Job Centre Plus) in terms of
careers events within the centre to promote vocational areas such as health and social care as well
as other key employment opportunities. The Club has worked extensively with stakeholders from
the public, private and voluntary sector, as well as linking to other provision such as the Work
Programme. The need and value of engaging individuals into volunteering has been recognised, not
only to add up to date experience on CVs and applications, but also to provide references, essential
for many vacancies. Discussions have taken place with the local Link Worker associated with the
Better Care Programme about signposting people with additional needs into social inclusion
activities as a more appropriate first step than moving straight into formal training.
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The Job Club has focussed its early work on getting delivery in place. Discussions with Job Centre
Plus have addressed the needs of non referred members, such as the working poor who do not claim
benefits. This has the potential to grow numbers into the hundreds within the next couple of
months. As the current funding to cover 6 hours will not be able to cope with this volume, it is
planned to expand the provision to a minimum 15 hours per week. To add value to the Big Local
investment, SHoRes has been accepted at the initial stages as a local partner associated with
Building Better Opportunities, and whilst this is subject to additional stages being successful, there is
the opportunity to lever in additional funding on the commencement of the programme in early
2017

Social Investment Fund Profile: The Creative Hub
Using an award from the Big Local Social Investment Fund, the Creative Hub project has engaged
John Harding to work with Directors and Trustees in the development of the Creative Hub. Early
development work has centred on developing the business plan which has recently focussed on the
de-commissioned St Nicholas Church in Withernsea which the local Diocese are keen to see utilised
as a community asset.
The Hub project has been
identified as a priority in the
area’s Community Economic
Development Plan led by
the Withernsea and South
East Holderness
Regeneration Partnership
which is key to engaging
with influential partner
organisations. There will be
opportunities to take
forward actions in the plan
through European Structural
Investment Funding; e.g. the
Building Better
Representatives from Seaside Radio’s project team receive their Positive
Opportunities programmes.
Action Grant from East Riding of Yorkshire Council
Further funding has been
levered in against the Big Local award by securing funding from the East Riding of Yorkshire Council’s
Positive Action Grant for the media youth project working alongside other youth partners. In
addition, a sponsorship package has been agreed with the Princes Quay shopping centre in Hull.
Various meetings with Withernsea High School (who is represented on the Big Local Partnership)
have been held discussing media projects that can be based within the school. In addition, work has
focussed on St Nicholas Church including discussions with the Diocese and arranging visits to similar
hubs including those based in churches. Early enquiries are being made about potential support
from the Lottery Heritage Fund grant programme in terms of funding adaptations and renovation of
St Nicholas Church.
It is still early days for the project, but it is showing the potential to make a significant impact in the
area, particularly if identified additional funding is realised. This project epitomises the approach the
Big Local Withernsea Steering Group has endeavoured to promote through the Social Investment
Fund, i.e. kick starting investment in the area, levering in additional funding and acting as a catalyst
to maximise input from partners.
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Ratings (Social Investment Fund)
Members again struggled to make a confident assessment in terms of quality and impact given they
were only considering two awards and both had been running for only a matter of a few months.
How well did we do it?
Brilliant

Good

We Got By

Poor

Although it is still very early days, the Review Workshop rated “How Well” based on broad
satisfaction with the process, recognising there is still work to be done.
How much difference did we make? (Impact)
A Great Deal

Some

A Bit

None

Although both projects funded are still in their very early stages, members felt that there is evident
of early impact: four job outcomes from the Job Club and new funding and opportunities being
levered in from the Creative Hub work.

Sea Front Initiative
The sea front is what largely defines Withernsea and it
was therefore not a surprise that it figured significantly in
the consultation processes during the “Getting Started”
phase. The Big Local Partnership Chair is represented on
the Withernsea and South East Holderness Regeneration
Partnership which brings together people from the
public, private and community sectors to work together
to enhance the future prosperity of Withernsea and
South East Holderness. The Regeneration Partnership
commissioned and published the “Withernsea Seafront
Improvement Plan” with Big Local input which addressed
many of the themes prevalent in the Big Local
consultation work.
One of the flagship proposals within the Plan (and
featured as an artist’s impression on the Plan cover adjacent) was the installation of a splash fountain feature
at the central beacon location on the promenade, though
there was no funding available to commission the project. As the Big Local Withernsea Plan was
being developed, the Big Local Partnership representative from the East Riding of Yorkshire Council
brought a proposal to the Steering Group for Big Local to part fund the fountains project in
partnership with the Council (as the owner of the land) and DONG energy. DONG Energy is the
company responsible for the Westermost Rough wind farm, clearly visible from the Withernsea sea
front, 5 miles into the North Sea. The DONG finance was subject to the condition that it’s funding
would be matched, something the East Riding of Yorkshire Council was unable to deliver on due to
funding restraints. There was therefore an opportunity for Big Local to plug the funding deficit and
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enable the levering in of the DONG support. The Council’s contribution as the land owner would be
to project manage the installation and provide on-going maintenance.
The project has been troublesome for a variety of reasons and there has been significant learning
within the Partnership about managing a large and complex project. Although designated as a
funding partner, as the main funder Big Local has taken on a wider role of safeguarding the wider
community interest in the project. The Steering Group has facilitated discussions with other groups
in the resort to ensure that the proposed project did not jeopardise established projects in the town
(such as the growing ‘Bike Fest’ event) that rely on use of the site for display purposes. The Steering
Group had proposed consideration of an alternative site further South along the promenade though
the DONG and East Yorkshire partners insisted that the proposed central Beacon site was the only
one viable to meet the project’s wider economic development objectives. It then emerged that
there were a variety of technical challenges associated with the site and some difficulties about the
siting of the pump room for the fountains. A resolution to these difficulties has yet to be finalised so
the project has not yet started and the Big Local budget remains unspent. The project has however
attracted additional financial support from the Tesco “Bags of Help” fund after receiving the most
support from the region’s Tesco customers in an in-store vote, further testifying to the local support
for the initiative.
Learning
The Review Workshop reflected on the stalled project, and recognised that major projects often are
delayed due to unforeseen issues. The Review Workshop also took the view that the Steering Group
should have clarified its role in more detail through a formal partnership agreement.
Members felt that Big Local has been marginalised, and to some extent disrespected during the
process. The Partnership has however been actively involved in discussions with the project team
about the design of the project, facilitated by the East Riding of Yorkshire’s representative on the
Steering Group. The architect leading the project has visited Withernsea twice to consult on the sea
front regarding the design of the fountains, and twice to meetings to discuss the location and design
of the plant room. Big Local members were involved in these discussions which have directly
influenced the Fountain design.
Despite this, Members felt that the Partnership had been advised of other key decisions
retrospectively (such as the timing of the launch press release and the decision to feature the
scheme in the Tesco “Bags of Help” initiative) rather than being actively involved in discussions with
the project team. It was also felt that Big Local hadn’t always been fully recognised in media
coverage as the major funding partner.
Ratings
Because the project hasn’t yet started, and there has been no spend, it has not been possible to rate
it. There has however been significant learning about how Big Local should operate in the future as
a project partner.

Media and Communications Sub Group
This is a sub group of the Big Local Steering Group and is led by the Vice Chair. It aims to support the
partnership by producing promotional materials, publishing a Newsletter, organising media releases
and is responsible for the Big Local Withernsea Website.
Big Local Withernsea Newsletter
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The Big Local Withernsea Newsletter is published on line and there are currently 76 people
subscribing to it. A screen shot of the current edition published on March 7th is shown along with an
extract from the statistics report.

Big Local Withernsea Newsletter (March 2016)

The statistics show that of the 76 subscribers, 74 newsletters were successfully delivered; of the
newsletters delivered, 47 were open and links were clicked. (The total number on the statistics
marked as ‘opens’ is 211; this number denotes how many times people reopen the newsletter). For
the most recent newsletter, the two most popular links opened were to the Withernsea ‘What’s On’
page and the a link to the Seafront plan.
The Big Local Withernsea Website
The Big Local Withernsea website is central to the Partnership’s accountability to the wider
community. It features Big Local related news items and provides a gateway for downloading
Steering Group minutes and the Big Local Plan. In order to help generate hits on the site, and
improve awareness of Big Local, it incorporates a Twitter Feed and a “What’s On” guide featuring
events and activities in the Town.

Withernsea Big Local Website Site Statistics
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The site statistics show that on average there are about 12 hits (visits) to the website per day,
though this does fluctuate depending what is in the local news or what has been posted on
Facebook.

Screen Grab of the Big Local Withernsea Website Home Page

Social Media
Twitter
The partnership maintains an active Twitter feed currently having 247 ‘followers’. Of these, 45% are
male, 55% Female and 49% of these live in Yorkshire and the Humber sub region. Twitter is linked to
the Partnership’s Facebook site so gets updated automatically whenever there is a Facebook
posting.
Facebook
There are currently 444 ‘likes’ on the Big Local
Withernsea Facebook page. This basically means
that 444 people are following the Facebook page
and will receive any updates published. (This does
not include times when people share Big Local
Withernsea posts or repost the Partnership’s
comments). Trends on Facebook have proven very
informative in terms of informing Big Local
priorities. It is noticeable for example that people
show most interest when the Partnership posts
items about the social history of the town. A
Screen Grab of the Big Local Withernsea Facebook Page
recent posting about the new school building
reached 1,320 people, in contrast to a post about a bonfire night only reaching 167 people. The story
about the new Big Local Development Worker reached over 1,000 people.
Ratings (Media and Communications)
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How well did we do it?
Brilliant

Good

We Got By

Poor

Whilst it is still apparent, despite the Partnership’s best efforts, that many local people are unaware
of Big Local, the adoption of an attractive logo and house style, exposure in the local press and a
professional and increasingly well used website, Twitter Feed and Facebook page are all testament
to the quality of work coming out of the Media and Communications Sub Group.
How much difference did we make? (Impact)
A Great Deal

Some

A Bit

None

Impact is difficult to assess though the website is providing a vehicle for information and
accountability with the wider community and there is anecdotal evidence of broader awareness of
the Big Local Withernsea Brand.

What Money Has Been Spent?
Unfortunately, due to the collapse of the last LTO (Hull & East Yorkshire Community Foundation) it
has not been possible at this stage to accurately determine how much of the money H&EYCF drew
down from Local Trust on Big Local Withernsea’s behalf was spent during the period May to
December 2015. This includes the unspent element of the “Getting Started” budget. This is because
it has not been possible at this stage to access H&EYCF’s records which are in the hands of the
Liquidators. Local Trust is an acknowledged creditor of H&EYCF and efforts are being made to
recover funds lost.
Records from the new LTO (SHoRes) for the period December 2015 to the end of March 2016 show
that £ 41,386 was drawn down on Big Local Withernsea’s behalf from Local Trust in December 2015
following the collapse of H&EYCF. This sum was an extension of the funding agreed for the first year
of the Big Local Plan (2015-17).
Expenditure for the period December 2015 to March 2016 follows:

Budget Heading
Development Worker
Steering Group Expenses
Technical Assistance
Media Sub Group
High Street Initiative
Seaside Radio Initiative (Cultural Hub)
Job Club Initiative
Social Investment Fund
Management & Administration

TOTALS
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Budget

Spend

Variance

£7,465
£430
£11,500
£2,670
£1,750
£8,900
£2,850
£3,850
£1,971

£5,522
£0
£1,243
£0
£0
£8,900
£2,850
£900
£1,971

£1,943
£430
£10,257
£2,670
£1,750
£0
£0
£2,950
£0

£41,386

£21,386

£20,000

Expenditure for the period overall is approximately 51% of budget. The main underspend
(£10,257on the Technical Assistance budget) was due to delays in starting the Millennium Play Park
feasibility study. There was also no spend under the High Street Initiative budget which is currently
under review and no media sub group expenditure with all expenditure for the period being
contained in-house based on voluntary input. The funding for the Cultural Hub and Job Club projects
is committed but was not paid during the period covered by the Review. Lack of demand on the
Social Investment Fund was partly due to the hiatus during the H&EYCF collapse though lack of
awareness of the Fund is recognised and is being addressed. All underspends will be carried forward
into the new grant award for the remainder of the Plan period.
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